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Beta-Decay Far From Stability is Important

Half-lives are particularly
important at the r-process
“ladders” (N=50, 82, 126)
where abundances peak. These
half-lives determine the
r-process time scale.

But others are also important;
affect abundances between
peaks.
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 Yes, uncertainties in astrophysics dwarf those in nuclear physics,
but we won’t really understand the nucleosynthesis until both are
reduced.
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Calculating Beta Decay is Hard. . .

(though it gets easier in neutron-rich nuclei).

To calculate beta decay between two states, you need:

an accurate value for the decay energy ∆E (since
T1/2 ∝ ∆E−5)

matrix elements of the GT operator ~στ− and (sometimes)
“forbidden” operators ~r~στ− between the two states .[Most of
the strength of is above threshold, btw].

So your nuclear structure model must do a good job with nuclear
masses, spectra, and wave functions, and to simulate the r process
it must do the job in almost all isotopes.
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Usefulness of RIA-Lite

RIA – 1+ ion yields for reacceleration

Geesaman
to RISAC

Reacceleration covers most of the path except near N = 126.
Theory — no matter how phenomenological — should take it from
there.
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Approaches Tried So Far

1 Macroscopic/Microscopic Mass Model + Schematic QRPA

2 Self-consistent Skyrme Mean-Field Theory (HFB) + QRPA∗

3 Relativistic QRPA

4 Shell Model

5 Finite Fermi Systems Theory∗

...

Wave functions in all these models lack correlations, something that
is compensated for by renormalizing gA.
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Macro/Micro + Schematic QRPA

The only calculation applied
globally.

Masses through, e.g.,
finite-range droplet model
with shell corrections.

QRPA: V ≈ κ~στ− · ~στ+

with κ ∝ 1/A.

First-forbidden (in “gross
theory”) added to GT a
few years ago. Shortens
half-lives some at N = 82,
more at N = 126.

Möller, Pfeiffer, Kratz (2003)

P. M�oller, B. Pfei�er, K.-L. Kratz /Speeding up the lassial r-proess . . . 11

β− decay (Theory: GT + ff) 

Total Error = 4.82  for 546 nuclei, Tβ,exp < 1000 s 
Total Error = 3.08  for 184 nuclei, Tβ,exp < 1 s 
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β− decay (Theory: GT) 

Total Error  = 21.16 for 546 nuclei (13 clipped), Tβ,exp < 1000 s 
Total Error  =  3.73 for 184 nuclei, Tβ,exp < 1 s 
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Figure 4: Ratio of alulated to experimental ��-deay half-lives for nulei from 16O to the heaviest knownin our previous and urrent models.errors there are many more points than for large errors. This is not learly seen in the �gures,sine for small errors many points are superimposed on one another. To obtain a more exatunderstanding of the error in the alulation we therefore perform a more detailed analysis.One often analyzes the error in a alulation by studying a root-mean-square (rms) deviation,whih in this ase would be �rms2 = 1n nXi=1(T�;exp � T�;al)2 (13)However, suh an error analysis is unsuitable here, for two reasons. First, the quantities studied
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Self-Consistent Skyrme HFB + Canonical-Basis QRPA

Just one calculation, in ladder nuclei, with
no forbidden decay.

Same energy-density functional in
HFB and QRPA, so that most
unknown physics is in functional.
Skyrme functional SkO′ chosen
because did best with GT
distributions.

One free parameter: strength of
T = 0 pairing (it’s zero in schematic
QRPA.) Adjusted in each of the
three regions to reproduce measured
lifetimes.
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Half-lives at ladder nuclei are shorter than in global approach at
N = 50 and 82 (even with forbidden contribution in global
calculations), longer at N = 126.
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Further Development of HFB+QRPA

So far: Improving the isovector “T-odd” Energy Functional

E =

∫
(Heven +Hodd) d3r

Hodd = Cs~s(~r) ·~s(~r) −→ g ′
0

+ C∆~s(~r) · ∇2~s(~r)

+ CT~s(~r) · ~T (~r) −→ g ′
0, g

′
1

with ~s(~r) the spin density and ~T (~r) the “kinetic” spin density.
[The g ′ are the nuclear-matter spin-isospin “Landau parameters”.]
Only enough data to determine one combination of parameters g ′

0.
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Shell Model

The best available approach, at present, if you have large model
space, good effective interactions and transition operators, etc.
Two calculations reported for N = 82, with no forbidden
contributions.

Martinez-Pinedo and
Langanke

B.A. Brown et al

Half-lives in two calculations
are similar, the first group’s
even shorter than in
HFB+QRPA.
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But extension to deformed nuclei still a long way off.
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Finite Fermi Systems Theory

A Green’s-function-based approximation to the self consistent
HFB+ QRPA

Like HFB+QRPA, FFST applied only in spherical nuclei,
though approach is applicable generally.

Currently includes forbidden transitions, which have moderate
effect at N = 82, large effect at N = 126. Half-lives at
N = 82 are between those of HFB+QRPA and shell model.
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4! shows that Coulomb decay mechanism dominates in these
nuclei. The experimental evidence of the high-energy first-
forbidden transitions above 132Sn has long been known @59#.

In the recent study @26#, the b-decay half-lives have been
measured up to 138Sn. Within the Qb window of 9.0 MeV,
the experimental decay scheme for 135Sn demonstrates the
existence of low energy GT transitions at 4–5 MeV and of
high energy first-forbidden transitions at 7–9 MeV @26#. The
total half-lives of 450~50! ms and 520~30! ms have been
reported in Ref. @26# for 135Sn in agreement with 0.6~0.1! s
found earlier in Ref. @59#. Our estimate @23# was 2470 ms for
the pure GT decay and 520 ms with first-forbidden decays
included. The present calculations give the half-life of 482
ms for 135Sn.

In Fig. 5 we display the results of the DF3 calculations
(Q50.81) of pure GT decays and including the first-
forbidden decays for nuclei at N582 and Z,50. The com-
parison is made with the HFB results @22# obtained with the
same particle-particle interaction strength gj8 as in the present
work and Q50.64. Also shown are the shell-model results
@3# and measured half-lives. Our calculations including the
first-forbidden decays show a small odd-even effect which is
in agreement with available experimental data. Note that the
use of the same quenching Q50.81 would drive the HFB
results in closer agreement with our results and the experi-
mental data. For the shell-model calculations @3#, reducing
the quenching would drive the results below the experimen-
tal data. It is worth to mention that for tin isotopes the exis-
tence of the next magic shell-closure at Z550, N5126 is
not overruled. Our DF3-based calculations give the 174Sn to

be the last bound tin isotopes, it turns to be 170Sn within the
MSk7. At the same time, the energy-dependent T-matrix in-
teraction leads to the neutron drip-line located above 200Sn
@36#. With the ‘‘modified’’ neutron drip-line a role of forbid-
den decays may be more important, as the driving operators
contain the factor r/R0. A possible existence of superallowed
Fermi, as well as accelerated Gamow-Teller and first-
forbidden b decays may be anticipated in doubly-magic
drip-line systems. Our RPA estimate of the half-life for 174Sn
is 0.58 ms for the pure GT decay and 0.18 ms with the first
forbidden decays included. This subject deserves a further
study.

C. b decay vs „ne ,eÀ… capture in NÄ126 region

In the important r-process region near Z'60–75 and N
5126, the role of the first-forbidden decays is decisive.
These nuclei undergo high-energy first-forbidden decays re-
lated to the n1i13/2→p1h11/2 configuration. Our CQRPA cal-
culations predict a strong Jp

512(S51) transitions in nuclei
near Z'70 and N5126. Their b-decay energies are of about
6 MeV, well above the GT transitions at about 4 MeV which
are related to the n1h9/2→p1h11/2 configuration weakened
due to the partial occupancy of the 1h11/2 level. The unper-
turbed b-decay energy of the main GT decay configuration
n1i13/2→p1i11/2 is low ~about 1 MeV!. Thus, it is clearly

FIG. 5. The experimental b-decay half-lives for the N582
chain taken from the NUBASE compilation @57# compared to DF3
(Q50.81, a: allowed transitions, a11 f : the first-forbidden transi-
tion included!, HFB @22# (Q50.64) and shell-model results @3#
(Q50.55).

FIG. 6. The b-decay half-lives for the N5126 chain calculated
with the DF3 (Q50.81, a: allowed transitions, a11 f : the first-
forbidden transition included! and with the shell-model @4#
(TSM , Q50.55 was used!. Also shown are the half-lives against the
(ne ,e2) capture at the electron neutrino temperatures Tn54 MeV
(T4) @20# and 8 MeV (T8) @60# calculated for Ln

51052 erg s21 and R5100 km.

I. N. BORZOV PHYSICAL REVIEW C 67, 025802 ~2003!

025802-10
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The Near Future (I hope)

Extend HFB+QRPA to deformed nuclei to make
HFB+QRPA approach “global”. HFB part already done.

1 Makes Skyrme HFB approach global (HFB part already done).
2 Opens up more data for tuning GT properties of Skyrme

functionals

Improve T-even parts of functionals (e.g. through
Dobaczeweski’s program).
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Deformed HFB Already Done

(Stoitsov et al, 2003)

IV. RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of calculations per-
formed for all particle-bound even-even nuclei withZø108
andNø188. The THO basis was implemented according to
the prescription developed in the preceding section. Thek
value used in the procedure was obtained in the following
way. From the starting HFB+HO calculation, we determined
k values separately for neutrons and protons, using Eq.(3.1).
We then associated thek value for the transformation with
the smaller ofkp andkn. In this way, the THO basis is always
adapted to the less-bound type of particle. The calculations
were performed by building THO basis states from spherical
HO bases withNsh=20 HO shells and with oscillator fre-
quencies of"v0=1.2341 MeV/A1/3.

In order to meaningfully test predictions of nuclear
masses for neutron-rich nuclei, we used the SLy4 Skyrme
force parametrization[23], as this was adjusted with special
emphasis on the properties of neutron matter. At present,
there also exist Skyrme forces that were adjusted exclusively
to nuclear masses[35]. These forces were used within a cal-
culation scheme that was not focused on weakly bound nu-
clei. In the pairing channel, we used a pure volume contact
pairing force Vdsr, r8d=V0dsr−r8d with strength V0
=−167.35 MeV fm3 and acting within a phase space limited
by a cutoff parameter[19] of emax=60 MeV.

Figure 2 summarizes the systematic results of our calcu-
lations, both for ground-state quadrupole deformations(up-
per panel) and for two-neutron separation energies(lower
panel). For this figure, calculations for a given mass number
A were carried out for increasing(decreasing) N−Z, up to the

nucleus with positive neutron(proton) Fermi energy. Fur-
thermore, for each nuclide, three independent sets of HFB
+THO+LN calculations were performed, for initial wave
functions corresponding to oblate, spherical, and prolate
shapes, respectively. Depending on properties of a given
nucleus, we could therefore obtain one, two, or three solu-
tions with different shapes. For each obtained solution we
performed a PNP calculation of the total energy. The lowest
of these energies for a given nucleus was then identified with
the ground-state solution.

Calculations of a microscopic mass table are greatly
helped by taking advantage of parallel computing. We have
used two IBM-SP computers at ORNL: Eagle, a 1 Tflop
machine, and Cheetah, a 4 Tflop machines1 Tflop=1
31012 operations/sd. The code performs at
350 Mflop/processor on Eagle. We created a simple load-
balancing routine that allows us to scale the problem to 200
processors. We are able to calculate the entire deformed
even-even mass table in a single 24 wall-clock hour run(or
approximately 4800 processor hours). A complete calculated
mass table is available online in Ref.[36].

The ground-state quadrupole deformationsb displayed in
Fig. 2 (upper panel) were estimated from the HFB+THO
+LN total quadrupole moments and rms radii through a
simple first-order expression[30]. In that panel, all even-
even nuclei with negative Fermi energies,ln,0 andlp,0,
are shown. In the lower panel, showing two-neutron separa-
tion energiesS2n, results are shown for thoseN andZ values
for which the nuclides with bothN and N−2 haveln,0.
Note that on the proton-rich side the lighter of them may

FIG. 2. (Color) Quadrupole
deformationsb (upper panel) and
two-neutron separation energies
S2n in MeV (lower panel) of
particle-bound even-even nuclei
calculated within the HFB+THO
method with Lipkin-Nogami cor-
rection followed by exact particle-
number projection. The Skyrme
SLy4 interaction and volume con-
tact pairing were used.

M. V. STOITSOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 68, 054312(2003)

054312-6
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Deformed Skyrme-QRPA

Need this to go away from ladder nuclei. But basis can contain
105-106 states. Can use Lanczos-RPA algorithm developed by
Johnson and Bertsch.

Tested in schematic model
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The Slightly Farther Future. . .

Extended FFTS: includes
more complex configurations

Improves agreement
with low-lying excitation
spectrum in like-particle
channels.

No problem in principle
with extending to beta
decay.

Could make strong and
variable T=0 pairing
less necessary.

3

of the corresponding nucleus,

ρ0(r) =
∑

ǫi≤ǫF

1

4π
(2ji + 1)R2

i (r), (2.4)

which is more consistent than the previously used Woods-
Saxon distribution. For that reason we had to readjust
fex and obtained the value of fex = -1.4 used [26]. Here
Ri(r) are the single-particle radial wave functions of the
single-particle model used. For other details of the cal-
culations, see [6, 10, 11].

III. PDR RESULTS
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FIG. 1: The energy-weighted electric dipole strength inte-
grated up to 10 MeV is shown for the isotopes 40Ca, 44Ca,
and 48Ca. Dashed: experimental data taken from [6]; dash-
dotted: quasiparticle random phase approximation, full: ex-
tended theory of finite Fermi systems in the quasiparticle time
blocking approximation (including pairing for 44Ca )

The main results of our calculations for the gross prop-
erties PDR are given in Fig.1 and Table I. Within the
experimental errors, our theoretical results agree with the
data as shown in TableI. This holds for the total B(E1)
strength, EWSR and the EWSR share in the energy in-
terval up to 10 MeV. As for the PDR mean energies,
which were defined as E = ΣEiBi(E1)/ΣBi(E1), the
agreement is rather good for 44Ca and 48Ca but the the-
oretical result 8.68 MeV is too high in 40Ca. In all the
cases the results of the extended theory, i.e. inclusion of
phonon coupling and single-particle continuum, give rise
to a considerable improvement compared to the (Q)RPA
results. and (especially for 44Ca) our results of ref. [6].
The latter is due to an improvement of the theory but
even more importantly to more careful calculations of the
single-particle levels and of the (Q)RPA phonons, includ-
ing the use of eq.(2.4) for them.

In Fig.1 we compare the theoretical EWSR of
40Ca,44Ca and 48Ca for the isovector dipole strength up
to 10 MeV with the experimental data. The dash-dotted
line is the (Q)RPA result which rises with neutron ex-
cess in agreement with the phenomenological model. The
experiment shows only a strong increase for 44Ca com-
pared to 40Ca but the strength of 48Ca and 44Ca does
not change within the experimental errors. The ETFFS
result reproduces this somewhat surprising result.
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FIG. 2: Pygmy resonances in 44Ca and 48Ca up to 11 MeV

The explanation is given in Fig.2 where we compare the
theoretical PDR-spectrum of 44Ca and 48Ca. Whereas
the (Q)RPA result is in both cases around 10 MeV and
below, the ETFFS result differs in the two nuclei. Due
to the phonon splitting an appreciable fraction of the
strength in 48Ca is shifted to about 11 MeV and has
therefore not be measured in the cited experiment. If one
adds this part ( the 10 MeV limit is somewhat arbitrary
) the total PDR strength increase also in ETFFS with
the neutron excess. One also realizes that the PDR for
the open shell nucleus 44Ca is somewhat lower compared
to the PDR in the closed shell nucleus 48Ca.

In Fig.3 the transition densities for protons and neu-
trons of the electric dipole isovector strength up to 10
MeV are shown for the three Ca isotopes. In 40Ca the
density is of purely isoscalar nature. With increasing
neutron excess the neutron density is slightly shifted to
a larger radius, indicating some an isovector admixture,
but the isoscalar character remains. This is easily un-
derstood in the framework of microscopic models. The
isovector ph-interaction is repulsive and shifts the low-
lying isovector strength into the region of the GDR. On
the other hand, the isoscalar ph-interaction is attractive
and shifts some of the high lying isoscalar dipole strength
to lower energies and gives rise to some isoscalar collec-
tivity below 10 MeV in contrast to the isovector case.

In Fig.4 the isoscalar strength distributions (with the
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Finally. . .

The further you have to extrapolate, the worse off you are. RIA (or
sRIA or ssRIA. . . ) will reduce extrapolation to zero for some parts
of r -process path, and reduce it to manageable levels for others.
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